No. EDN-H(2) B(6)-1-18/2018-O.A.No. 5995/2017
GOVERNMENT OF HIMACHAL PRADESH
DIRECTORATE OF ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

Dated Shimla-171001 May. 2018

OFFICE ORDER

In continuation to this Directorate letter of even number dated 11-01-2018, Sh. Sh.Jeevan Lal TGT(NM) presently working in GMS Kuja Bihali u/c GHS Ganed(Churah) Distt. Chamba is hereby transferred to GSSS Makol” (Kangra) against vacancy, without TTA/JT without substitute in view of O.A.No. 5995/2017.

Endst. No. even dated Shimla-1, the copy forwarded for information and necessary action to the:
1. Dy. Director of Elementary Education, Kangra/Chairman
2. The Principal/Headmaster GMS Kuja Bihali u/c GHS Ganed(Churah) ChambaGSSS Makol” (Kangra) for necessary action and compliance.
3. The Nodal Officer.
4. Guard File.

DIRECTOR